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Abstract

Introduction

Wireless mesh networks are a promising technology for
providing low-cost Internet access to wide areas (entire
cities or rural areas), and to enable the creation of new type
of applications and services for clients accessing the network. Differently from other types of wireless multi-hop
networks, wireless mesh networks are composed of two
types of nodes: mostly stationary wireless access points
(routers), and mobile wireless clients. Routers are connected to each other through wireless links, and provide a
wireless access infrastructure to wireless clients. Some of
the routers are connected to the Internet via wired links, and
act as gateways for the other routers and for the clients.
Among innovative applications enabled by mesh networking, we mention wireless community networks (see,
e.g., the Seattle Wireless initiative [14]), in which users in
a community (neighborhood, city, rural area, etc.) spontaneously decide to share their communication facilities
(wireless access points) and form a wireless multi-hop network to be used by community members. Wireless community networks can be used to share the cost of broadband
Internet access, but also to realize innovative services for
the community, such as sharing of community-related resources, live broadcast of local events, distributed backup
systems, and so on.
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As the above mentioned innovative applications suggest,
peer-to-peer resource sharing is expected to play an important role in forthcoming wireless networks based on the
mesh technology. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of the well-known Chord algorithm [15] for peer-to-peer
resource sharing in wired networks in a wireless mesh network environment. Starting from the basic Chord design,
we propose a specialization – named M ESH C HORD – that
accounts for peculiar features of mesh networks: namely, i)
the availability of a wireless infrastructure, which enables
location-aware ID assignment to peers, and ii) the 1-hop
broadcast nature of wireless communications, which is exploited through a cross-layering technique that bridges the
MAC to the application layer.
We evaluate the performance of Chord and M ESH C HORD in a wireless mesh network environment through
extensive packet-level simulations. The results of the simulations show that M ESH C HORD outperforms the basic
Chord design both in terms of reduced message overhead for overlay maintenance (mainly achieved by locationawareness), and in terms of increased information retrieval
efficiency (mainly achieved by cross-layering). Overall, the
study reported in this paper suggests that M ESH C HORD can
be successfully utilized for implementing resource sharing
applications in wireless mesh networks.

Wireless mesh networks are a promising area for the deployment of new wireless communication and networking
technologies. In this paper, we address the problem of enabling effective peer-to-peer resource sharing in this type of
networks. Starting from the well-known Chord protocol for
resource sharing in wired networks, we propose a specialization (called M ESH C HORD) that accounts for peculiar
features of wireless mesh networks: namely, the availability
of a wireless infrastructure, and the 1-hop broadcast nature
of wireless communication. Through extensive packet-level
simulations, we show that M ESH C HORD reduces message
overhead of as much as 40% with respect to the basic Chord
design, while at the same time improving the information
retrieval performance.
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Related work and contribution

Recent papers have addressed the problem of enabling
P2P resource sharing in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
[4, 7, 11, 13, 16]. A standard technique used to improve
performance of P2P algorithms when used in wireless networks is cross-layering, i.e., taking advantage of information delivered from lower layer protocols (typically, the network layer) when constructing the logical links between
peers. Approaches based on this idea are [2, 9, 10]. Although a careful design of the overlay improves the efficiency of P2P systems for MANETs, the combination of
node mobility, lack of infrastructure, and unreliable communication medium has hindered the application of P2P approaches in medium to large size ad hoc networks.
Only a few recent papers have explored how P2P ap-
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proaches can be applied to wireless mesh networks. In [1],
the authors evaluate the gain that can be obtained from using network coding when running file sharing applications
in wireless mesh networks, and conclude that some gain can
actually be achieved, although not as much as in a wired network. In [5], some of the authors of this paper introduced
a two-tier architecture for file sharing in wireless mesh networks: the lower tier is composed of mobile mesh clients,
which provide the content (files/resources to share) to the
P2P overlay; the upper tier is composed of stationary mesh
routers, and implements a distributed hash table for locating
resources within the network.
The investigation presented in this paper complements
our previous work [5] under many respects. While the emphasis in [5] was on the procedures for dealing with client
mobility at the lower tier of the architecture, in this paper we
are concerned with the efficiency of DHT implementation in
the upper tier of the architecture. Another major difference
with respect to [5] is that we consider Chord [15] instead of
Viceroy [8] for implementing the DHT, and that we perform
packet-level simulations to investigate the performance of
Chord and of our proposed specialization M ESH C HORD in
realistic wireless mesh network scenarios. The simulations
carried out in the present paper account also for the (considerable) message exchange needed to maintain the Chord
overlay, and for dynamic join/leave of nodes at the upper
tier of the architecture. As the results presented in this paper show, the overhead for overlay maintenance is considerable and, in some cases, can lead to network congestion.
Hence, results obtained from high level simulations that ignore maintenance overhead and do not implement the MAC
layer can be very inaccurate. Finally, differently from [5],
we investigate also the performance of information retrieval
in terms of percentage of successful queries and query response time.
Another major contribution of this paper is the notion
of cross-layering that we exploit in the M ESH C HORD design: while existing works exploit cross-layering to extract information from the network layer (typically, IDs of
physical neighbors of a peer node) to improve performance
[2, 9, 10]1 , in M ESH C HORD we extract information from
the MAC layer. The main idea is to exploit the “wireless
advantage” (1-hop broadcast nature of wireless communications) to possibly capture packets which are not destined
to a certain peer node u, but for which u possesses relevant information (e.g., u stores the key requested for in the
packet). To the best of our knowledge, M ESH C HORD is the
first proposal exploiting MAC cross-layering for improving
performance in P2P file sharing applications for wireless
networks.

Finally we want to cite [3], where the authors present a
(packet-level) simulation-based investigation of Chord performance in MANETs environments. The main finding of
[3] is that node mobility considerably impairs Chord consistency, with a dramatic effect on information retrieval performance: in presence of even moderate mobility, the percentage of successful queries can drop below 10%.
The main difference between our study and the one reported in [3] is that we target mesh networks instead of
MANETs, and that we also study a location-aware, crosslayer specialization of Chord for this type of networks.
Contrary to what reported in [3], our analysis shows that
Chord, and in particular our proposed specialization M ESH C HORD, can successfully be applied in wireless mesh network scenarios.
3 M ESH C HORD

3.1

Network architecture

Similarly to [5], we assume a two-tier architecture for
file/resource sharing: the lower tier of the architecture is
composed of (possibly) mobile mesh clients (clients for
short), which provide the content to be shared in the P2P
system; the upper tier of the architecture is composed of stationary mesh routers (routers for short), which implement a
DHT used to locate file/resources within the network. Unless otherwise stated, in the following we use the term peer
to refer to a router forming the DHT at the upper tier of the
architecture.
We assume routers are stationary, but they can be
switched on/off during network lifetime. When a client u
wants to find a certain resource, it sends to its responsible router a (a mesh router within its transmission range)
a FindKey message, containing the key (unique ID) of the
resource to find (see next section for details on key assignment to node/resources). The responsible router forwards
the resource request in the DHT overlay according to the
rules specified by the Chord protocol (see below), until the
resource query can be answered. In case of successful query
resolution, a message containing the IP address of the client
holding the requested file/resource is returned to client u
through its responsible router a. For details on the rules for
responsible router selection, on the procedures needed to
deal with client mobility, and to add/remove resources from
the distributed index, see [5].

3.2

Basic Chord operations

The DHT approach investigated in this paper is Chord
[15]. Chord is based on the idea of mapping both peer
(mesh router) IDs and resource IDs (keys) into the same
ID space, namely the unit ring [0, 1]. Each key resides on
the peer with the smallest ID larger than the key (see Figure
1), i.e., peer p manages keys comprised between its own ID
and the ID of the predecessor of p in the unit ring (denoted
range(p)). Chord maps peer and resource IDs into the unit
ring using a hashing function, named Sha1, which has the

1 Note that we also exploit this information in M ESH C HORD , but we
use the term ‘location-awareness’ instead of cross-layering to refer to this
technique.
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P60

the following procedures are implemented. When a new
peer p joins the network, it first needs to initialize its predecessor and finger table. This is done by sending requests
to any peer currently joining the network peer p is aware
of (called hook peer). Then, the finger tables and predecessor pointers of currently active peers must be updated to
account for the new peer joining the network. Finally, peer
p must contact its successor s in the ring so that the key
range previously managed by s can be split with p. In case
no (active) hook peer can be found, the join operation fails,
and the peer cannot join the Chord overlay. When an existing peer p leaves the network, it first informs its predecessor
and successor in the ring about its intention of leaving the
network, so that they can change their finger tables and predecessor pointers accordingly; then, peer p transfers to its
successor the key range it is responsible for.
Finally, we mention that each active peer in the network periodically performs a Stabilize operation, which
verifies and possibly updates the content of the finger table
and predecessor pointer. The period between consecutive
Stabilize operations is a critical parameter in the Chord
design: if the period is relatively short, the network is more
reactive, but a higher message overhead is generated; on
the other hand, a longer stabilize period reduces message
overhead, at the expense of having a less reactive network.
Optimal setting of this parameter in wireless mesh networks
is carefully investigated in Section 4.
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Figure 1. Basic Chord operations (m = 6).
property of uniformly distributing IDs in [0, 1]. Indeed, IDs
in Chord are represented through m-bit numbers, i.e., at
most 2m distinct (peer or resource) IDs are present in the
Chord system. In the following, we set m = 24, which corresponds to having about 16 millions possible IDs. This is
a reasonable ID space for wireless mesh networks, in which
the number of shared resources is expected to be in the order of several thousands, and the number of mesh routers
(peers) in the order of a few hundreds.
The main operation implemented by Chord is the
lookup(x) operation, which can be invoked at any peer to
find the IP address of the peer with ID= x if x is a peer ID,
or the IP address of the peer responsible of key x in case x
is a resource ID. lookup operations are used both for query
resolution and for overlay maintenance.
To speed up lookup operations, every peer maintains a
table of up to m distinct peers (fingers). The i-th finger of
peer j, with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is the peer which has the smaller
ID larger than j + 2i−1 . Note that some of the fingers (especially for low values of i) can actually coincide (see Figure
1). In order to facilitate join/leave operations, each peer
maintains also the ID of its predecessor in the Chord ring
(peer P 12 for peer P 21 in Figure 1).
When a lookup(x) operation is invoked at peer p and
the operation cannot be resolved locally (because x is not
within range(p)), a message is sent to the peer p0 with
largest ID < x in the finger table of node p. If p0 cannot
resolve the lookup operation, it replies to peer p with a message containing the ID of the peer p00 with largest ID < x in
its own finger table. Peer p then forwards the request to peer
p00 , and so on, until the lookup operation can be resolved (in
at most m steps)2 . Referring to Figure 1, a lookup operation
for key 45 issued at node P21 is first forwarded to node P40,
and then to node P49, which is responsible for the key and
can resolve the lookup.
To deal with dynamic join/leaves of peers in the systems,

3.3

Location-awareness

The first modification we propose to the basic Chord design concerns the function used to assign ID to peers (hash
function Sha1 is still used to assign key to files/resources).
The idea is to exploit locality, and to assign peers which are
close in the physical network with close-by IDs in the unit
ring. This choice is motivated by the observation that, according to Chord specifications, most of the messages are
exchanged between a peer and its successor/predecessor in
the unit ring.
More specifically, location-awareness is implemented by
assigning IDs to peers according to the following function
(see [5]):
 x∆
y
y
∆
ifb ∆
c is even
 s2 + b ∆ c · s
,
ID(x, y) =
 (s−x)∆
y
y
∆
+
b
c
·
ifb
c
is
odd
s2
∆
s
∆
where ID(x, y) is the ID of a peer with coordinates
(x, y) ∈ [0, s]2 , s is the side of the deployment region, and
∆ is a parameter which defines the ‘granularity’ of locationawareness: the lower the value of ∆, the closer the peers
must be in the physical network in order to be mapped into
close-by regions of the unit ring3 .

2 This corresponds to the iterative method for implementing lookup
operations in Chord [15]. Also recursive lookup implementation is considered in the original Chord design.

3 Note that the above location-aware ID assignment function requires
that peers are aware of their location, which can be easily accomplished in
wireless mesh networks through, e.g., the use of GPS receivers.
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Figure 2. Total number of packets exchanged in grid networks for increasing number of n: almost
static network (left) – (1 − pleave ) = 0.999, and very dynamic network (right) – (1 − pleave ) = 0.9.
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Figure 3. Percentage of successful join operations in grid networks for n = 100 and increasing values
of (1 − pleave ) (left), and for increasing value of n with (1 − pleave ) = 0.9 (right).

3.4

Cross-layering

cross-layering on Chord performance, we have also considered a version of Chord in which only location-awareness is
implemented (ChordLoc), and a version of Chord in which
only MAC cross-layering is implemented (ChordXL).
We considered two network topologies in simulations:
– grid: peers are located in a square, equally spaced grid;
peer separation is 100m;
– random uniform: n peers are distributed uniformly
at ran√
dom in a square area of side s, where s = n · 100m.
In both cases, we assume peers are equipped with
802.11b radios, the link data rate is 11M bs, and radio signal obeys free space propagation. For routing messages between far-away peers, we used DSR [6].
To model dynamic join/leaves of peers into the network
(which occur only after all peers have initially joined the
network, and the Chord overlay is stabilized), we assume
that each peer updates its status every 30sec, possibly making a transition to active/inactive state. More specifically, a
peer which is currently active becomes inactive with probability pleave , while a currently inactive peer becomes active
with probability pjoin . Unless otherwise stated, in the following we assume pleave = pjoin .
When a peer u leaves the network, it notifies its successor u0 by sending it key range range(u). Considering that
in our proposed architecture the information associated to a
key is the IP address of the mesh client storing the requested
resource, that IP addresses are very short (4 bytes), and that

The second contribution of the M ESH C HORD proposal
concerns the introduction of a MAC cross-layering technique. This technique aims at speeding up the lookup operations by exploiting the information that is available at the
MAC layer due to the 1-hop broadcast communication occurring in wireless networks. The basic idea is that a peer u
may capture packets for which it owns relevant information,
even if they are not destined to u. More specifically, whenever a node u receives a packet at the MAC layer, u sends it
up to the application layer for further processing, even if the
packet was not destined to u. If the packet does not contain
a lookup request, it is discarded. Otherwise, u checks if it
may resolve the lookup(x) operation. This occurs if x is
comprised between u’s ID and the ID of the predecessor of
u in the unit ring. In this case, u sends a message containing
its own ID to the peer that invoked the lookup(x) operation.
It is important to note that, since the lookup process is invoked for both query resolution and overlay maintenance,
cross-layering may improve the performance of both these
operations.

4

Performance evaluation

We have evaluated the performance of Chord and of the
proposed specialization M ESH C HORD on mesh networks
using GTNetS, a packet-level network simulator developed
at Georgia Institute of Technology [12]. To better understand the contribution of location-awareness and MAC
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Figure 4. Percentage of unsuccessful queries in very dynamic networks for increasing values of n:
grid topology (left), and random topology (right).
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Figure 5. Average query response time in very dynamic networks for increasing values of n: grid
topology (left), and random topology (right).
ent sets of simulations, focusing on the effect of i) increaskey IDs are 24 bits long, each entry in the key table is coming the number n of peers, and ii) changing the number
posed of 56 bits. Given this, we have implemented key
of join/leave events in the simulated time interval. For all
range transfer trough the communication of a single UDP
the sets of experiments, the simulated time interval was
message with a 2KB payload between the leaving peer and
3800sec, where the first 200sec were used to incrementally
its successor, which is sufficient to transfer as many as 292
add peers to Chord, and to stabilize the overlay; all the simentries in the key table.
ulation results presented in the following refer to data gathWhen a peer u (re-)joins the network, it first has to find
ered in the last 3600sec of the simulation, and are averaged
an active peer u0 it is aware of (hook peer). To find the hook
over 10 (50) runs in case of grid (uniform random) topolpeer, before leaving the network u stores the IP address of
ogy4 .
the last three fingers in its finger table (this is because the
The performance of the various versions of Chord conlast fingers in the table are most likely distinct – recall Figsidered in our simulations is expressed in terms of:
ure 1). Peer u then tries to contact the first finger in the
– message overhead: total number of network-level packets
list, then, in case it is not responding, the second one, and
exchanged by Chord to maintain the overlay, and to resolve
so on, until u is able to join the network, or the join operthe queries;
ation fails. If the join operation is successful, and after the
– query resolution: percentage of queries which are sucsuccessor pointer is stabilized, peer u sends a message to
cessfully resolved; a query on key k is successfully resolved
its successor u00 , so that u00 can send to u a part of its key
if the IP address of the peer responsible for key k is returned
range. This is also implemented through communication of
to the peer which issued the query;
a single UDP message with 2KB payload.
– query response time: for successful queries, the time
A certain number of queries is generated during Chord
elapsed between the instant the query is issued by peer p,
lifetime. Queries are generated uniformly over time (every
and the instant the answer is received at peer p;
tquery seconds); when a new query is generated, the peer
– successful join ratio: percentage of successful join over
that issues the query is chosen uniformly at random among
all join operations; the percentage is computed accounting
the currently active peers, and the ID of the key k to be
searched is chosen uniformly at random in [0,1] (expressed
4 The largest sample set in case of random topologies was needed to
as an m-bits binary number).
account for the higher degree of randomness (which also plays a role in
determining the network topology) in this setting.
In the following, we present the results of two differ-
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Figure 7. Percentage of unsuccessful queries for different values of (1 − pleave ): grid topology (left),
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only for the join operations occurring after the initial stabilization period.

4.1

cross-layering significantly increases the number of successful join operations, especially in case of very dynamic
networks: while the number of successful join operation is
consistently above 95% with cross-layering, with the original Chord protocol this percentage can drop to as low as
70% in case of very dynamic networks. Hence, the higher
message exchange observed with cross-layering in dynamic
networks is caused by the larger number of peers joining the
Chord system in this situation.
It is also worth observing that location awareness tends
to decrease the number of successful join operations under very dynamic network conditions. We believe this is
due to the fact that, while location-awareness is very effective in reducing message overhead (Figure 2), its effect on
lookup operations (which are at the basis of both new join
and query resolution procedures) can actually be detrimental. In fact, location-aware ID assignment tends to rule out
the possibility of having close-by peers in the physical network which are far-away in the unit ring (hence, possibly
corresponding to the last fingers in the finger table). This
negative effect of location-awareness becomes more evident
for larger networks (see Figure 3-right).
The results for the random topology scenario, not reported for lack of space, confirm the trends observed in the
grid scenario, with a somewhat lower reduction in terms of
message overhead of M ESH C HORD with respect to Chord
(as high as 30%). This lower reduction is due to the fact

Preliminary simulations

In a preliminary set of simulations, whose results are not
shown due to lack of space, we have optimized a set of parameters such as node transmission range, value of ∆ in the
location-aware versions of Chord, and the stabilize interval. Optimal settings of these parameters are: transmission
range = 200m, ∆ = 200m, stabilize interval = 7.5sec.

4.2

Increasing network size

In the first set of experiments, we considered networks
of size ranging from 49 to 144 peers (mesh routers). The
number of queries during the simulated time interval is fixed
at 120 · n, corresponding to having (on the average) each
node generating a new query every 30sec.
Figure 2 reports the total number of network-layer packets exchanged during the simulated time interval in the grid
topology. Location-awareness is very effective in reducing
message overhead: the reduction can be as high as 40% in
the almost static scenario, while it is somewhat lower in the
very dynamic scenario. On the other hand, cross-layering
seems to have only marginal effect on message overhead,
if not actually increasing the number of exchanged messages in very dynamic networks. Indeed, this higher overhead is caused by a very positive effect of cross-layering,
which is depicted in Figure 3. As seen from the plots,
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Figure 8. Average query response time for different values of (1 − pleave ): grid topology (left), and
random topology (right).
Finally, Figure 8 shows that M ESH C HORD is very efthat cross-layering is even more effective in increasing the
fective in reducing the query response time with respect to
percentage of successful join operations in case of random
Chord over the entire range of pleave values considered.
network topology than with grid topologies.
Figure 4 reports the percentage of unsuccessful queries
5 Conclusions
The main finding of the study reported in this paper is
in very dynamic networks ((1 − pleave = 0.9)). M ESH that, contrary to what happens in MANET environments
C HORD tends to slightly decrease the query success rate
[3], the Chord approach can be successfully utilized for
with respect to the original Chord; however, this apparent
implementing file/resource sharing applications in wireless
shortcoming is indeed caused by the fact that M ESH C HORD
mesh networks. With respect to the basic Chord design,
tends to operate on a larger network (recall Figure 3), where
our proposed M ESH C HORD protocol achieves a considerthe success rate is physiologically smaller. The results obable reduction in message overhead, and a significant imtained in the almost stationary scenario (not reported for
provement in information retrieval performance.
lack of space) showed an above 99% query success rate
Although our investigation has shown that M ESH even for the basic Chord protocol.
C HORD message overhead does not lead to network conFigure 5 reports the average query response time in very
gestion by itself, overlay maintenance still requires the exdynamic networks. As seen from the plots, cross-layering
change of a relatively high number of messages in the nethas a significant effect on response time in both grid and
work, which could indeed lead to congestion when several
random topologies. On the other hand, location-awareness
applications are executed in the network concurrently with
only achieves marginal reductions with respect to the basic
M ESH C HORD. Thus, the problem of designing lightweight
Chord protocol. Overall, M ESH C HORD achieves as high
applications for file/resource sharing in wireless mesh netas 60% reduction in query response time with respect to
works is still open, and is matter of ongoing research.
Chord. The results for the almost stationary scenario show
very similar trends.
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for almost stationary networks, it becomes as low as 93%
for more dynamic networks. This trend is less pronounced
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